PORTOMASO POKER
SEPTEMBER 2019 LEADERBOARD €10,000

Terms and Conditions

€4,000 two raffles every week
“€4,000 two raffles a week” promotion is valid from 02/09/2019 to 29/09/2019.
Every player playing Cash Game at Portomaso Casino during this period is entitled to participate in
this promotion and to participate in the raffles, happening every Wednesday at 20:00 and every
Sunday at 20:00.
While playing cash game, players collect 1 ticket every hour; these tickets will be put in a barrel
with all the other tickets and will be drawn during the next raffle.
Every drawn tickets will be discarded and the barrel emptied to restart with the new lottery.
Players must be present to be eligible for the prize: once the winning ticket is drawn, there will be a
countdown of 5 minutes; if the winner does not show up in the poker room in time, that ticket will
be discarded and a member of the staff will proceed with a new raffle. If it happens that the second
ticket drawn belongs to the same player that did not show up in time, he/she will still be given
another 5 minutes to be in the poker room in time. A member of the staff will keep drawing until an
eligible player wins the €500 voucher.
The winner gets a €500 voucher to play Cash Game at Portomaso Casino within the next 7 days.
Once a voucher is expired, the owner loses the right to spend it.
All Players are required to check in when starting a cash game session and check out when they
finish playing: when checking out, a member of the staff will calculate how many hours he/she
played and will give him/her the same amount of tickets. Players will be required to fill up every
ticket with name, surname and telephon number. It is players responsibility to check in and out and
that he/she got the right amount of tickets from a member of the staff.

Leaderboards
“Leaderboards” promotion is valid from 01/09/2019 to 30/09/2019.
Every player playing poker at Portomaso Casino during this period is entitled to participate in these
promotions.
There are 3 different Leaderborards at Portomaso Casino:


€ 1,500 PLO CG Leaderboard: for PLO and mixed games Cash Game players only:
o



€1,500 NLH CG Leaderboard: for NLH Cash Game players only:
o



PLO and MIXED GAMES cash game players collect points playing any Cash Game, depending on the
blinds.
NLH cash game players collect points playing any Cash Game, depending on the blinds.

€1,500 MTT Leaderboard: for all daily and special multiday poker tournaments only:
o

MTT Players collect points playing any tournament (weekly and special tournaments) depending on:
buy-in, entrants, number of entries.

September 2019 LeaderBoard prizes are given on the 30th of September 2019.

€1,500 daily bonus of €50 each
“€1,500 daily bonus of €50 each” promotion is valid from 01/09/2019 to 30/09/2019.
During every daily poker tournament (except Friday, when there is BUST THE VIP and except during
our special multiday tournaments, such as Treasure Island € 30,000 GTD) held at Portomaso Casino,
we award the chipleader when registration closes with €50 voucher to play Cash Game at
Portomaso Casino within the next 7 days. Once a voucher is expired, the owner loses the right to
spend it.

